
Welcoming Address AMAST'93 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
It is a pleasure and a privilege to welcome you on behalf of the local organiz

ers to this third edition of the international conference on Algebraic Methodol
ogy and Software Technology here at the University of Twente. We are proud 
that our university has been selected to host the first European edition of 
AMAST when it was decided to cross the Atlantic after the successful previous 
conferences held at the University of Iowa in 1989 and 1991. 

The University of Twente is one of the three Technical Universities in The 
Netherlands (the other two being at Delft and Eindhoven), and has as such a 
strong commitment to, and tradition of, combining fundamental research with 
an application-oriented attitude. Computer science at Twente in particular 
has a strong tradition in research and education that build on a strong inter
action between theory and practice. Organizationally, Twente is unique in this 
country for having an independent Faculty of Computer Science with an excel
lent technical infrastructure. Educationally, it is the second largest computer 
science institute of the country in terms of numbers of students. In a study 
that was recently published in the Communications of the ACM concerning 
the curricula of a number of major European computer science institutes our 
programme compared favourably with the others, and was particularly cited 
for its broad orientation. In research the faculty has distinguished itself by its 
very strong participation in international research projects, most notably those 
in the framework of the ESPRIT and RACE programmes of the CEC. 

It is only natural that we here at Twente should feel very attracted towards 
the goals of AMAST. After all, there is nothing more practical than a good 
theory! The search for good theories, however, is not an easy one, and one 
must be always careful to resist the temptation to confuse a model with the 
reality it tries to account for. To quote no one less than Albert Einstein on this 
lSSue: 

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain; 
and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality. 

It is my sincere hope that the programme of this third AMAST conference 
will help to further clarify and improve the application of formal methods to 
software technology, and thus extend the success of the first two editions. In 
particular, I trust that the programme of today, the Education Day, which 
focusses on the role of formal methods in the education of software engineers, 
will be a source of contemplation and inspiration for all. 

Ladies and gentlemen, many here at Twente have worked very hard to make 
the organization of this conference a success. Except for the weather, we have 
things pretty much under control and I wish you a both intellectually and 
socially stimulating week here with us. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Prof.dr. Ed Brinksma, Local Chairman, 21 June 1993 




